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The	Boat	Company’s	conservation	program	in	Alaska	is	a	multi-generational	effort	

of	the	McIntosh	Foundation,	which	has	its	roots	in	a	business	that	was	started	by	my	

great-great-grandfather	in	lower	Manhattan	about	150	years	ago.	That	business	specialized	

in	tea	imports	and	became	known	as	The	Great	Atlantic	and	Pacific	Tea	Company,	or	simply	

A&P.	As	time	passed	A&P’s	focus	gradually	shifted,	and	by	the	1950s	the	once	small	tea-	

importing	enterprise	in	Manhattan	grew	to	become	the	largest	retail	grocery	chain	in	the	

country,	garnering	10	percent	of	the	nation’s	food	business	through	its	neighborhood	A&P	

food	stores,	bakeries,	coffee	plants,	fish	processors	and	other	operations.

As	a	young	man,	Michael	McIntosh,	my	father,	traveled	to	Southeast	Alaska	to	work	aboard	a	

vessel	serving	one	of	A&P’s	far-flung	enterprises:	delivering	freshly	caught	salmon	to	a	com-

pany-owned	cannery	on	Prince	of	Wales	Island	near	Ketchikan.	He	fell	in	love	with	the	area.

That’s	why,	when	in	1971	my	father	took	the	reins	of	the	McIntosh	Foundation	(established	

by	my	grandmother	in	1949),	the	preservation	of	the	nation’s	largest	National	Forest	was	

his	objective.	He	wanted	to	bring	Southeast	Alaska	into	the	minds	and	hearts	of	people	

who	could	make	a	difference:	major	donors	to	environmental	causes,	political	leaders,	and	

concerned	citizens	with	an	established	voice	in	the	preservation	of	wilderness	and	wildlife.	

As	the	means	to	that	end,	and	as	a	way	to	grow	the	foundation’s	capacity	for	conservation	

efforts,	he	founded	The	Boat	Company	(TBC)	in	1979	by	converting	a	World	War	II-era		

minesweeper	into	a	small	cruise	vessel	that	could	host	visitors	to	the	Tongass	National	

Forest	in	comfort.	The	Observer	took	them	to	places	where	they	could	witness	the	unparal-

leled	splendor	and	bounty	of	unaltered	wilderness	alongside	destruction	by	industrial-scale	

logging	of	hundreds	of	thousands	of	acres	of	old-growth	forest.

In	1989	TBC	acquired	and	converted	another	former	minesweeper,	the	Liseron,	and	a	decade	

later	designed	and	built	a	new	vessel,	the	Mist Cove,	to	look	and	function	like	the	others,	

then	sold	the	aging	Observer	in	2003.	With	the	number	of	guests	annually	hosted	aboard	

these	two	vessels	near	full	capacity	at	around	700	per	year,	we	may	seek	to	enlarge	our	

fleet	yet	again.	Regardless,	our	underlying	objective	will	remain	the	same	as	it	has	been	from	

the	beginning:	to	advocate	and	act	on	behalf	of	the	wild	lands,	fish	and	wildlife	of	coastal	

Alaska,	and	to	build	a	constituency	of	informed	Americans	who	will	advocate	for	the	region’s	

long-term	preservation.
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TBC	is	currently	taking	action	on	numerous	issues	affecting	the	region,	all	of	which	fall	

into	three	general	categories:	forest	conservation,	wilderness	protection,	and	fisheries	

management.	Our	priorities	in	2016	are	to:

1.	Significantly	reduce	the	bycatch	and	waste	of	more	than	9	million	pounds	of	Pacific	

halibut	and	tens	of	thousands	of	individual	King	salmon	that	are	killed	and	discard-

ed	annually	by	US-flagged	trawlers	targeting	other	species	in	the	Gulf	of	Alaska	and	

the	Bering	Sea;

2.	Defend	the	Tongass	National	Forest	from	proposed	legislation	and	attacks	on	the	

Roadless	Rule,	and	take	legal	and	administrative	action	to	prevent	further	industri-

al-scale	logging	that	continues	to	erode	the	Tongass’s	scenic	values,	wildlife	habitat,	

species	survival	(especially	the	Alexander	Archipelago	wolf),	fisheries	stocks,	and	

carbon-storage	capacity;

3.	Challenge	the	Forest	Service’s	proposal	to	reduce	guided	public	access	to	

Wilderness	Areas;	and

4.	Pressure	the	government	of	British	Columbia	not	to	permit	large-scale	mining		

activities	proposed	for	the	headwaters	of	transboundary	rivers	because	the	mine	

tailings	would	pollute	the	rivers	and	contribute	to	unacceptable	hazards	for	salmon	

and	other	fisheries	in	Alaska’s	waters.

1.  BYCATCH

Bycatch	is	deadly-serious	business.	It	occurs	when	large	commercial	fishing	vessels	tow	

huge	nets	through	the	water,	each	hauling	in	thousands	of	pounds	of	target	species	like	

Pacific	cod	and	Pollock.	Along	with	the	target	species,	however,	come	large	quantities	of	

incidental,	non-targeted	species	like	halibut	and	King	salmon.	Trawl	fishermen	are	obliged	

by	law	to	release	these	non-targeted	species	back	into	the	ocean—which	they	do,	but	

seldom	do	those	fish	survive.	As	a	result,	the	once-abundant	halibut	and	King	salmon	of	

the	Gulf	of	Alaska	are	in	steep	decline.	Nevertheless,	fisheries	managers	continue	to	allow	

trawl	fishermen	to	operate	largely	without	the	onboard	independent	fishery	observers	

assigned	by	law	to	gather	the	data	necessary	for	appropriate,	sustainable	management.	

Influenced	and	intimidated	by	the	lucrative	trawling	industry,	regulators	are	turning	a	

2016 Conservation Priorities
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blind	eye	to	the	problem	they	are	creat-

ing.	This	cannot	be	allowed	to	continue	

without	unrecoverable	losses	comparable	

to	those	experienced	in	other	fisheries	

around	the	world.	

In	late	2012,	TBC	took	action	to	force		

the	agencies	in	charge	to	be	more	

accountable.	We	filed	a	lawsuit	against	

the	heads	of	the	National	Marine	

Fisheries	Service	(NMFS)	and	its	par-

ent	agency,	the	National	Oceanic	and	

Atmospheric	Administration,	in	US	

District	Court	for	the	District	of	Alaska.	In	April	2014	our	attorneys	argued	the	case	before	

Judge	H.	Russel	Holland	in	Anchorage,	who	ruled	in	our	favor	by	requiring	NMFS	to	pre-

pare	a	full	analysis	describing	how	their	management	actions	will	sustainably	protect	

salmon	and	halibut	stocks.

The	analysis	identified	data	gaps,	and	the	agency	is	now	working	on	reports	to	guide	

observer	coverage	in	future	years.	The	Boat	Company’s	work	has	helped	to	influence	

some	improvements	in	how	the	agency	monitors	the	trawl	fisheries	that	take	massive	

numbers	of	Chinook	salmon	and	halibut	as	bycatch.	However,	The	Boat	Company		

maintains	that	NMFS	bycatch	estimates	are	inaccurate,	and	is	working	on	pending		

regulatory	actions	that	will	require	100%	observer	coverage.

The	Boat	Company’s	fisheries	program	in	2015	also	focused	on	bycatch	reduction	in	the	

Bering	Sea.	Bering	Sea	trawlers	are	one	of	the	world’s	largest	fisheries,	but	kill	large		

numbers	of	juvenile	halibut—the	future	of	the	resource	not	only	in	the	Bering	Sea	but	also	

for	Southeast	Alaska	and	the	entire	North	American	coastline.	The	Boat	Company	works	

with	Alaska	Native	communities,	conservation	groups,	sustainable	hook	and	line	commer-

cial	fishermen,	and	other	recreational	fishermen	to	protect	this	iconic	fish	species.	The	

North	Pacific	Fishery	Management	Council	took	action	to	reduce	halibut	bycatch	in	June	

2015,	but	the	cuts	were	not	adequate	to	protect	Native	fishing	communities	and	the	long-

term	health	of	the	resource.	The	Boat	Company	and	other	stakeholders	are	working	to	

encourage	the	development	of	a	better	plan	in	2016.
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2.  TONGASS NATIONAL FOREST CONSERVATION ISSUES

Industrial-Scale Logging
Our	second	priority	is	to	close	the	Tongass	National	Forest	

permanently	to	industrial-scale	logging.	In	spite	of	a	man-

date	to	manage	for	multiple	uses,	for	nearly	three-quarters	

of	a	century	the	Forest	Service	has	favored	the	timber	

industry	in	its	management	of	the	Tongass	to	the	detri-

ment	of	other	more	successful	and	sustainable	industries	

(tourism	and	fishing)	and	to	the	degradation	of	the	forest	

itself	and	all	of	its	interdependent	flora,	fauna	and	marine	

life.	

Most	notably,	the	Alexander	Archipelago	wolf	(Canis	lupus	

ligoni)—one	of	the	Tongass’s	most	storied	creatures—is	on	the	brink	of	extinction	in	its	

last	major	island	stronghold,	Prince	of	Wales	Island,	solely	and	specifically	because	mas-

sive	clearcutting	and	road-building	activities	have	disrupted	its	habitat	and	food	chain.	

We	and	our	conservation	partners	suffered	some	setbacks	in	2014	and	2015	when	US	

District	Court	Judge	Ralph	Beistline	in	Anchorage	upheld	the	Forest	Service’s	Big	Thorne	

sale	of	6,000	acres	of	old-growth	Prince	of	Wales	trees,	and	when	Endangered	Species	

Act	listing	was	declined	for	this	unique	subspecies	of	the	continent’s	gray	wolf.	But	

through	appeal	to	the	9th	District	Court	we	will	redouble	our	efforts	to	end	the	destruc-

tive	logging	practices	that	have	pushed	this	species	to	the	brink	of	annihilation.

Further,	our	fight	against	the	timber	industry	is	personal	because	clearcutting	of	the	

Tongass	destroys	the	scenic	values	and	diminishes	the	wilderness	experiences	our	guests	

expect.	It	also	disrupts	spawning	habitat	for	salmon,	a	keystone	species	that	our	guests	

enjoy	fishing	for	and	on	which	an	entire	seafood	industry	depends.	Clearcutting	breaks	

the	bonds	in	a	vast	network	of	interdependent	flora	and	fauna,	the	full	spectrum	of	which	

our	guests	learn	the	value	of	during	their	time	with	us.	When	those	bonds	are	broken	the	

entire	system	begins	to	fail,	and	that	impacts	us,	our	guests,	and	the	many	others	who	

live,	work	and	subsist	in	Southeast	Alaska.

Revisions to the Tongass Forest Management Plan
The	Forest	Service	is	in	the	process	of	changing	its	timber	sale	program.	While	the		

agency	has	promised	to	end	old-growth	logging,	its	new	plan	would	actually	increase		

old-growth	logging	over	the	next	15	years.	The	Boat	Company	and	numerous	conserva-

tion	groups	filed	comments	on	the	draft	Plan	in	February	2016.	We	requested	that	the	

agency	end	old-growth	logging	immediately.	The	Tongass	National	Forest	is	globally	

important	as	a	climate	change	sink.	Additionally,	further	old-growth	logging	poses		
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unjustifiable	risks	to	fish	and	wildlife,	and	the	fisheries	and	tourism	businesses	that	

depend	on	the	Forest.

	

Transfer of National Forest Wilderness to State Ownership
This	priority	relates	to	two	actions	taken	by	Alaska	Senators	Lisa	Murkowski	and	Dan	

Sullivan	in	quick	succession	in	March	of	this	year.	Both	actions	seek	to	grab	lands	from		

the	National	Forest	system	and	transfer	them	to	other	ownership	in	order	to	benefit	the		

timber	industry.

First,	Senator	Murkowski	introduced	a	bill	(S.872),	cosponsored	by	Senator	Sullivan,	which	

proposes	to	reopen	the	Alaska	Native	Claims	Settlement	Act	of	1971	by	creating	five	new	

“village	native	corporations”	in	Southeast	Alaska.	Each	of	these	would	be	entitled	to	

receive	surface	rights	to	23,000	acres	of	National	Forest	lands.	This	draft	bill	comes	on	

the	heels	of	a	recently	passed	piece	of	legislation	that	transferred	70,000	acres	of	forest	

lands	from	the	Tongass	National	Forest	to	the	Sealaska	Native	Corporation	last	December	

in	order	to	settle	a	long-outstanding	native	land	entitlement	obligation.

Second,	as	Chair	of	the	powerful	Senate	Energy	and	Natural	Resources	Committee,	

Senator	Murkowski	passed	a	budget	amendment	that	provides	initiatives	“…to	sell	or	

transfer	to,	or	exchange	with,	a	State	or	local	government	any	Federal	land	that	is	not	

within	the	boundaries	of	a	National	Park,	National	Preserve,	or	National	Monument….”		

This	amendment	allows	Congress	unprecedented	authority	to	cherry-pick	lands	for	trans-

fer	out	of	Forest	Service	management,	including	from	designated	Wilderness	Areas.	

3.  PUBLIC ACCESS TO TONGASS WILDERNESS AREAS

For	more	than	35	years,	TBC	has	provided	guests	a	unique	

opportunity	to	spend	quality	time	in	deep,	unspoiled	

Tongass	wilderness.	By	carefully	managing	our	Forest	

Service	permit	allocations,	we	take	great	pride	in	being	able	

to	drop	the	anchor	a	couple	of	times	a	day	to	guide	our	

guests	on	wilderness	beach	and	ridge	hikes,	on	freshwater	

fishing	excursions,	and	on	explorations	by	kayak	of	scenic	

estuaries.	Were	it	not	for	access	to	these	pristine	places	our	

guests	would	encounter	very	little	of	the	Tongass’s	wildlife,		

salmon	and	trout,	birds,	flowers,	diverse	vegetation,	and	

wilderness	solitude.	Together	with	our	missions	of	Tongass	

and	fisheries	conservation,	these	are	the	reasons	our	guests	

choose	to	explore	this	magnificent	part	of	the	world	with	us.
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Yet	in	spite	of	significant	growth	over	the	past	few	years	in	the	numbers	of	outfitters,	

guides	and	other	small-vessel	cruise	operations	that	seek	those	permits,	the	Forest	

Service	wants	to	cap	or	significantly	reduce	the	number	of	allowable	visits	in	congressio-

nally	designated	Wilderness	Areas.	This	would	put	TBC	at	risk	of	losing	access	to		

many	places	our	guests	have	been	visiting:	Endicott	Arm,	Red	Bluff	Bay	and	other		

wilderness	areas	along	Baranof	Island’s	Waterfall	Coast,	Admiralty	Island’s	Pybus,	Eliza	

and	Whitewater	Bays,	and	the	Brothers	Islands.

Unlike	other	companies	offering	guided	access	to	wilderness,	The	Boat	Company	has	a	

specific	nonprofit	conservation	mission	that	compels	us	to	choose	sites	for	activities	that	

ensure	a	deep	level	of	wilderness	solitude	and	experience.	Our	guides	and	guests	take	

every	precaution	to	leave	no	impacts	whenever	and	wherever	we	spend	time	ashore,	and	

in	spite	of	increased	competition	for	wilderness	visitation,	we’re	confident	our	guests	

would	agree	that	we	continue	to	be	highly	successful	in	providing	high-quality	wilderness	

experience.	

The	Forest	Service’s	management	shift	therefore	appears	to	be	a	classic	and	extreme	

case	of	bureaucratic	over-reach	through	which	the	Forest	Service	seems	bent	on	creat-

ing	solutions	to	problems	that	simply	don’t	exist.	The	Forest	Service	has	released	a	Draft	

Environmental	Impact	Statement	for	this	management	proposal	that	is	open	by	law	for	

public	comment	until	April	25th,	2016.	Many	of	you	have	already	sent	letters	to	Tongass	

supervisor	Earl	Stewart,	urging	him	to:

•	 Show	defensible	rationale	for	the	Forest	Service’s	plan	(we	believe	you	represent	

that	rationale	along	with	a	growing	number	of	outfitters/guides	working	in	the	

region,	and	that	the	Forest	Service	has	not	conducted	research	or	shown	defensible	

evidence	of	problems,	needs,	and	trends	to	support	its	case);

•	 Base	the	Forest	Service’s	decision	on	current	realities	and	means	of	wilderness	

access	(and	not	on	an	ideal	that	might	have	offered	a	more	practical	benchmark	

decades	ago,	but	not	now);	and

•	 Ensure	that	companies	like	ours—companies	that	for	years	have	demonstrated	our	

commitment	to	the	principles	of	leave-no-trace	wilderness	experience	and	real		

wilderness	solitude—continue	to	be	able	to	introduce	visitors	to	genuine	Tongass	

wilderness	(not	to	areas	chosen	and	engineered	for	large-group	experience,	as	is	

called	for	in	the	Forest	Service’s	2016	proposal),	thereby	increasing	public	advocacy	

on	behalf	of	the	very	values	the	Forest	Service’s	management	plan	aims	to	protect.
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If	you	haven’t	done	so	already,	we	urge	you	to	write	a	letter	today	and	submit	it	to	

Tongass	National	Forest	Supervisor	Earl	Stewart.	You’ll	find	his	contact	information	at	the	

end	of	this	report.

4.  PROTECTING TRANSBOUNDARY WATERS

This	final	priority	pertains	to	water	quality	and	the	effects	of	mine	tailings	disposal		

practices	in	Canada.	Several	large,	open-pit	mines	have	begun	operations	recently	in	

British	Columbia	in	the	headwaters	of	rivers	draining	into	Southeast	Alaska,	and	more		

are	being	proposed	every	year.	One	project—the	Red	Chris	Mine,	located	on	the	Iskut	

River—is	owned	by	Imperial	Metals.	This	company	also	owns	the	Mount	Polley	Mine	on	

the	headwaters	of	BC’s	Fraser	River,	which	made	international	news	when	its	tailings	dam	

failed	on	August	4th,	2014.	The	resulting	flood	of	toxic	slurry,	mud	and	debris	that	swept	

into	pristine	Quesnel	Lake	created	what	many	consider	to	be	one	of	the	biggest	environ-

mental	disasters	in	Canadian	history.

TBC	is	working	with	allies	in	the	commercial	and	sport	fishing	industries,	as	well	as		

conservation	groups	in	both	BC	and	the	US,	to	urge	the	Canadian	government	to	conduct	

the	most	comprehensive	environmental	analyses	possible	before	giving	the	go-ahead	to	

mining	projects	within	the	watersheds	of	transboundary	river	systems.	
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While	our	conservation	goals	are	important	to	us,	there	are	also	good	economic	reasons	

for	TBC’s	priorities	for	2016.	The	wasting	of	halibut	and	King	salmon	by	trawlers	in	the	

Gulf	of	Alaska	reduces	sport	fishing	opportunities	and	translates	indirectly	into	lost		

revenues	to	the	visitor	industry	in	Southeast	Alaska,	creating	real	harm	to	communities	

like	Sitka.	Logging	the	last	remaining	wolf	habitat	on	Prince	of	Wales	Island	generates	few	

local	jobs	yet	costs	the	American	taxpayer	millions	of	dollars	because	the	Forest	Service	

spends	far	more	on	building	roads	and	preparing	Environmental	Impact	Statements	than	

it	will	ever	be	able	to	recover	by	selling	timber	contracts	to	logging	companies.	Further,	

70%	of	the	culverts	that	pass	beneath	no-longer-used	logging	roads	on	Prince	of	Wales	

Island—placed	there	to	ensure	that	salmon	could	reach	their	spawning	beds—are	now	

clogged	from	years	of	neglect.	Yet	rather	than	managing	taxpayer	funds	to	clear	those	

culverts	and	ensure	the	health	and	sustainability	of	the	region’s	fisheries,	the	Forest	

Service	spends	them	instead	to	ensure	that	two	major	timber	corporations	get	the	new	

roads	they	need	to	reach	the	few	remaining	stands	of	old-growth	timber,	which	will	be	cut	

largely	by	employees	imported	from	elsewhere	and	sent	across	the	Pacific	for	milling.	

Guests	often	ask	us,	“What	can	we	do	to	help?”		The	answer:	Get	involved!	Educate	your-

selves	on	the	issues.	Contact	your	members	of	Congress	and	tell	them	how	you	feel	about	

Tongass	wilderness,	its	intrinsic	value,	and	its	importance	to	industries	like	fisheries	and	

tourism	that	bring	far	greater	economic	benefit	to	the	entire	region	than	an	extractive	

industry	that	chiefly	benefits	a	few	large	corporations,	their	mostly	imported	employees,	

and	the	economies	of	foreign	nations.	

You	may	also	consider	making	an	extra	contribution	to	The	Boat	Company	to	help	us	in	

our	efforts.	Anything	you	give	will	be	greatly	appreciated,	and	will	be	applied	efficient-

ly,	effectively,	and	specifically	toward	vitally	important	preservation	needs	and	efforts	to	

ensure	that	this	remarkable	place	remains	remarkable	for	all	of	us,	for	our	children,	and	

for	our	grandchildren.

Supporting Our Efforts

HUNTER H. McINTOSH

President

Apri l 	2016
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CONCERNS

Throughout	any	cruise	with	The	Boat	Company,	our	guests	catch	and	release,	eat	aboard	or	ship	home	a	

wide	variety	of	fresh	and	salt	water	fish	and	shellfish:	Pacific	halibut,	Lingcod,	the	five	species	of	Pacific	

salmon	(King,	Coho,	Sockeye,	Chum	and	Pink),	more	than	half	a	dozen	species	of	rockfish,	Dolly	Varden	

char,	Rainbow	and	Cutthroat	trout,	Steelhead,	Spot	prawns	and	Dungeness	crab.

The	long-term	viability	of	all	these	species	is	affected	by	ocean	acidification	resulting	in	large	part	from	

anthropogenic	 (human	caused)	CO
2
	emissions	 into	 the	atmosphere.	Because	 this	 is	a	global	 issue	and	

one	without	significant	causes	in	Southeast	Alaska,	however,	it	is	not	an	issue	to	which	TBC	can	respond	

beyond	doing	our	own	part	to	avoid	contributing	to	it.	

The	species	we	have	been	watching	most	closely	the	past	few	years	are	King	salmon	(also	called	Chinook)	

and	Pacific	halibut,	two	of	the	most	prized	and	valuable	fish	in	Alaska’s	waters.	Directed	sport	and	com-

mercial	fisheries	harvest	these	species	under	management	policies	that	increase	or	decrease	harvests	rel-
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CONSERVATION
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ative	to	abundance.	Classed	by	fisheries	managers	as	“fully	utilized	species,”	allocation	formulas	for	both	

species	divide	harvestable	surpluses	into	fixed	portions	for	all	users.	This	type	of	management	is	intended	

to	guarantee	that	diverse	socioeconomic	interests	can	be	met	while	allowing	adequate	breeding	popula-

tions	to	remain	in	the	ocean	for	replenishing	stocks	and	keeping	the	ocean	ecosystem	healthy.

Most	recently,	bottom	trawlers	in	the	Bering	Sea	and	Gulf	of	Alaska	have	become	our	biggest	concern.	

They	don’t	target	salmon	and	halibut,	but	they	catch	and	kill	enormous	numbers	of	them	while	targeting	

commercial	whitefish,	cod	and	pollock	in	the	Gulf	of	Alaska	near	Kodiak	Island,	around	the	Aleutian	Islands	

and	in	the	Bering	Sea.	Called	bycatch,	these	hundreds	of	thousands	of	individual	halibut	(mostly	the	very	

young)	and	tens	of	thousands	of	King	salmon	are	killed	and	(by	law,	because	they	are	not	target	species)	

discarded	every	year	by	US	flagged	commercial	trawlers.	For	those	who	harvest	these	species	legally,	this	

becomes	a	big	problem	because	it	jeopardizes	these	species’	abundance	over	the	long	term.

We	 are	 also	 watching	 another	 potential	 impact	 on	 Tongass	 fisheries:	 proposals	 for	 mining	 in	 British	

Columbia	 along	 rivers	 and	 lakes	 that	 straddle	 Canada’s	 border	 with	 Alaska.	 Mines	 in	 watersheds	 are	

troublesome	because	highly	toxic	chemicals	are	used	to	separate	target	metals	from	the	rock	in	which	

they	are	found.	Once	the	ore	has	been	extracted,	the	tailings	(unused	rock	and	the	concentrated	slurry	

of	sediments	and	chemicals)	are	disposed	in	a	variety	of	ways,	virtually	none	of	which	have	been	proven	

environmentally	safe.	In	a	watershed	such	as	the	Taku	River—a	major	contributor	to	Southeast	Alaska	fish-

eries	where	one	British	Columbia	company	is	proposing	to	reopen	a	mine—impacts	to	all	five	species	of	

salmon	and	other	fresh-	and	saltwater	species	could	be	horrific	if	a	tailings	impoundment	were	to	fail,	as	

happened	further	south	in	that	province	two	years	ago	when	the	Mount	Polley	tailings	dam	failed,	pouring	

contaminants	into	the	Fraser	River	watershed.	

ACTIONS TO DATE

To	contribute	as	little	as	possible	to	ocean	acidification,	TBC’s	operating	policy	aboard	our	vessels	is	to	

maintain	fuel	efficiency	and	lower	emissions	through	our	route	choices,	by	using	4-stroke	motors	on	our	

skiffs,	by	anchoring	overnight,	and	by	keeping	our	equipment	well	maintained.	Fortunately,	each	of	these	

steps	contributes	to	a	high-quality	guest	experience!	

We	also	urge	our	guests	 to	do	what	 they	can	to	keep	ocean	acidification	to	a	minimum.	For	example,	

guests	can	promote	 the	development	of	 renewable	energy	 resources	by	contributing	 to	carbon-offset	

programs	when	traveling	to	and	from	Alaska	for	a	TBC	cruise.	We	recommend	Native	Energy	carbon	off-

sets	(www.nativeenergy.com).
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With	regard	to	bycatch,	TBC	has	become	actively	involved	in	both	the	US	federal	and	US/Canada	inter-

governmental	fisheries	management	processes,	regularly	attending	meetings	of	the	North	Pacific	Fishery	

Management	Council	and	the	International	Pacific	Halibut	Commission.	Already	in	2016	we	have	submitted	

oral	testimony	and	written	comments	regarding	bycatch	policies	at	these	meetings,	where	we	work	hard	

to	develop	and	maintain	positive	relations	with	both	the	commercial	and	sport	fishing	industries,	and	to	

coordinate	with	non-trawl	commercial	fishing	groups,	sport	fishing	associations	and	other	conservation	

organizations	in	search	of	mutually	beneficial	solutions.

As	reported	last	year,	TBC	has	also	gone	on	record	in	support	of	requirements	for	greater	observer	cov-

erage	aboard	trawlers	fishing	in	the	Gulf	of	Alaska.	We	expressed	support	for	a	shared	halibut	allocation	

plan	between	commercial	halibut	longliners	that	use	more	selective	hook-and-line	gear	than	the	massive	

nets	deployed	by	 trawlers	and	sport	 fishing	charter	businesses	so	 that	both	sectors	are	affected	 fairly	

whenever	 fisheries	 managers	 either	 raise	 or	 lower	 the	 annual	 allowable	 halibut	 harvest	 amounts.	 As	 a	

result,	 a	 “catch	 sharing”	 plan	 was	 adopted	 in	 2013	 by	 the	 North	 Pacific	 Fishery	 Management	 Council.	

When	non-trawl	commercial	fishers,	sport	fishers	and	conservation	groups	put	their	differences	aside	and	

join	together	in	support	of	sustainable	resource	management,	we	become	a	force	to	be	reckoned	with	in	

challenging	the	wasteful—and	very	powerful—	trawl	industry.

Finally,	 TBC	 is	 monitoring	 British	 Columbia’s	 consideration	 of	 a	 proposal	 to	 reopen	 a	 long-abandoned	

underground	mine	on	 the	banks	of	 the	Tulsequah	River	near	 its	confluence	with	 the	Taku	River,	which	

flows	into	Stephens	Passage	25	miles	south	of	Juneau.	The	Tulsequah	Chief	mine	is	already	being	promot-

ed	as	“at	an	advanced	state	of	development,”	so	TBC	is	prepared	to	join	with	our	conservation	partners	

in	comments	and	actions	to	keep	this	mine	from	opening.

KEY INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS

Fisheries	policies	in	Alaska	are	developed	through	complex	processes	that	include	Alaska	state	boards,	

intergovernmental	 councils	 and	 official	 government	 agencies	 at	 state,	 federal	 and	 international	 levels.	

While	most	species	of	interest	to	commercial,	sport	and	subsistence	fishers	are	managed	by	the	Alaska	

Department	of	Fish	and	Game	(ADF&G),	two	notable	exceptions—halibut	and	King	salmon—are	subject	

to	treaty	agreements	between	the	US	and	Canada	and	are	managed	by	the	US	National	Marine	Fisheries	

Service	(NMFS,	a	division	of	NOAA)	in	cooperation	with	Canada’s	Department	of	Fisheries	and	Oceans	

(CDFO).	 The	 list	 of	 key	 organizations	 with	 which	 TBC	 must	 interact	 in	 order	 to	 address	 conservation	

concerns	includes	NMFS,	CDFO,	the	International	Pacific	Halibut	Commission,	the	North	Pacific	Fisheries	

Management	Council,	the	Alaska	State	Board	of	Fisheries,	and	ADF&G.
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Conservation	 and	 public	 interest	 organizations	 with	 which	 TBC	 is	 engaged	 in	 fisheries	 conservation	

include	the	Sitka	Fish	and	Game	Advisory	Committee,	Greenpeace,	Oceana,	Earthjustice	and	the	Alaska	

Marine	Conservation	Council.	In	addition,	there	are	numerous	local	or	regional	conservation	organizations	

with	which	we	may	undertake	short-term	cooperative	efforts	to	address	fisheries	conservation	issues.

Industry	associations	with	which	we	are	involved	include	the	Alaska	Trollers	Association,	Southeast	Alaska	

Seiners,	Alaska	Longline	Fishermen’s	Association,	Halibut	Coalition,	Southeast	Alaska	Guides	Organization,	

and	Alaska	Charter	Association.

NEED FOR FUTURE ACTION

TBC	needs	to	continue	to	look	for	ways	to	reduce	and/or	offset	CO
2
	production	associated	with	our	cruise	

operations	and	with	our	guests’	travel	to	and	from	Alaska	in	order	to	minimize	our	collective	contributions	

to	ocean	acidification.	We	will	continue	to	maintain	a	presence	at	 fisheries	management	meetings	and	

voice	support	for	sound	conservation	principles	and	management	strategies.	We	need	to	encourage	man-

agers	to	develop	and	use	new	technologies	for	determining	the	root	causes	of	marine	species	declines,	

and	then	we	must	urge	them	to	act	decisively	based	on	that	scientific	evidence	despite	political	influence	

by	moneyed	interests.	Finally,	we	must	keep	an	eye	on	the	proposals	for	mining	projects	 in	Alaska	and	

Canada	that	could	produce	toxic	wastes	in	ways	and	locations	that	would	affect	Alaska’s	marine	ecosys-

tems,	and	be	prepared	to	comment	on	them	and	contribute,	with	our	partners,	toward	their	defeat.
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CONCERNS

There	are	only	seven	temperate	rainforests	on	earth.	All	are	in	coastal	settings	at	higher	northern	latitudes	

with	annual	average	precipitation	of	60	inches	or	more.	Most	of	these	forests	are	quite	small,	forming	only	

at	lower	elevations	beneath	steep	topography	where	moisture-laden	onshore	airflow	prevails	year	round.

But	 the	 world’s	 largest	 temperate	 rainforest	 is	 anything	 but	 small.	 It	 stretches	 down	 North	 America’s	

Pacific	coast	more	or	less	contiguously	from	Kodiak	Island	(at	the	western	edge	of	the	Gulf	of	Alaska)	all	

the	way	to	northern	California.	Its	majestic	but	shallow-rooted	trees	grow	out	of	a	thin	layer	of	deposits	

atop	bedrock	along	the	Alaska	and	British	Columbia	Inside	Passages.	It	 includes	such	well-known	land-

marks	as	northern	California’s	Redwood	and	Sequoia	National	Parks,	Olympic	National	Park’s	Hoh	Rain	

Forest	in	Washington,	and	southeastern	Alaska’s	Glacier	Bay	National	Park.	At	nearly	17	million	acres,	the	

Tongass	National	Forest	is	by	far	the	largest	land	designation	within	this	temperate	rainforest	that	is	man-

aged	by	a	single	agency,	the	US	Forest	Service.

Nationally,	a	significant	percentage	of	the	Forest	Service’s	budget	and	management	are	focused	on	fight-

ing	wildfires,	which	have	increased	dramatically	in	recent	years	with	the	changing	climate.	In	the	Tongass,	

however,	wildfires	are	still	almost	unheard	of.	The	main	causes	of	natural	disturbance	here	are	powerful	

localized	winds	called	williwaws.	Gusting	to	80	miles	per	hour	or	more	in	the	fall,	when	the	ground	is	sat-

FOREST CONSERVATION
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urated	by	the	year’s	heaviest	precipitation,	these	winds	can	take	down	even	the	largest	trees—swaths	of	

them	on	occasion.	Because	coastal	Alaska	is	also	a	volatile	geological	zone,	with	mountains	growing	faster	

than	glaciers	can	wear	them	down,	the	steep	topography	in	combination	with	this	heavy	precipitation	also	

produces	many	landslides	and	avalanches.	

When	the	great,	mature	trees	of	the	temperate	rainforest—often	reaching	heights	of	200	feet	or	more—

come	down,	the	holes	they	leave	in	the	forest	bring	direct	sunlight	to	the	ground,	often	for	the	first	time	

in	centuries.	An	explosion	of	growth	takes	place	in	these	newly	exposed	areas	that	lasts	a	century	and	a	

half	before	the	forest’s	conifer	canopy	once	again	closes	out	the	sun,	allowing	the	decomposition	process	

in	the	dim,	filtered	light	below	to	work	its	own	magic	for	the	forest’s	benefit.	Carbon	is	stored	and	released	

in	a	natural	cycle	that	the	planet	as	a	whole	has	depended	on	for	eons.

These	vibrant,	biologically	diverse	holes	 in	 the	 forest	 are	everywhere,	 never	more	 than	a	 few	hundred	

yards	apart.	A	myriad	other	holes	in	the	forest	are	created	by	thousands	of	ponds	and	lakes;	by	poorly	

drained	topography	deep	in	acidic	bogs	and	fens;	by	countless	melt-water	and	runoff	trickles	that	become	

rushing	streams	that	in	turn	converge	to	become	rivers	where	salmon	breed;	and	by	10,000	miles	of	shore-

line	indented	by	deep	bays	and	lush	estuaries.	The	vast	majority	of	the	Tongass’s	resident	and	migratory	

birds	and	wildlife	thrive	in	the	floral	diversity	of	these	ubiquitous	margins	that	define	the	lines	between	

dense,	dark,	evergreen	forests	and	sunlit	ground.

When	those	interconnected	margins	are	eliminated	across	thousands	of	contiguous	acres	by	timber-in-

dustry	clearcuts,	so	too	are	the	birds	and	wildlife	that	depend	on	them	for	the	food	that	is	available	in	the	

sunlit	openings	and	for	the	nearby	safety	of	the	forest.	Vast	networks	of	roads	essential	to	the	clearcutting	

process	further	disrupt	the	natural	flow	of	 life	and	allow	easy	access	for	the	food	chain’s	top	predator:	

humans.	These	are	the	reasons	why,	on	Prince	of	Wales	Island,	for	example—with	several	thousand	linear	

miles	of	road	and	nearly	300,000	acres	of	clearcuts—deer	and	wolf	populations	have	crashed.	

Prince	of	Wales	 (POW)	 is	 the	 largest	 island	 in	Southeast	Alaska;	only	 three	other	 islands	 in	 the	entire	

United	States	are	larger.	Historically,	hundreds	of	wolves	have	thrived	on	POW’s	high	population	of	Sitka	

black-tail	 deer.	 Clearcutting	 and	 hunting	 have	 virtually	 eliminated	 them,	 however,	 with	 the	 population	

declining	from	221	in	2013	to	89	in	2014.	More	than	30	wolves	have	been	killed	by	hunters	since	then,	yet	

attempts	to	get	the	Alexander	Archipelago	wolf	listed	under	the	Endangered	Species	Act	have	thus	far	

failed.	Other	islands	in	the	region—including	Kuiu,	often	visited	by	TBC	guests—and	the	coastal	mainland	

face	similar	circumstances.

What	remain	of	the	Tongass’s	big	trees	and	original	forests	are	the	biological	heart	of	the	region.	They	

must	be	preserved	to	provide	viable,	essential	habitat	for	wildlife;	clean,	undiminished	waters	for	spawn-
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ing	salmon;	and	efficient,	cost-free	carbon	storage	to	help	reduce	high	and	rising	levels	of	atmospheric	

CO
2
.	These	magnificent,	still-in-their-native-state	forests	support	residents	and	visitors,	recreationists	and	

successful,	sustainable	industries,	and	sparse,	isolated	communities	of	both	Natives	and	non-Natives	that	

depend	on	them	to	fulfill	their	subsistence	needs.

Yet	although	required	by	law	to	manage	public	lands	under	its	supervision	for	“multiple	uses,”	for	more	

than	half	a	century	 the	Forest	Service	has	 focused	 its	Tongass	management	disproportionately	on	 the	

timber	industry.	On	the	surface	that	might	seem	appropriate	given	the	forest’s	abundant,	enormous	trees,	

trees	of	extraordinary	qualities	that	meet	diverse	needs	of	modern	culture.	But	for	a	number	of	significant	

reasons	the	timber	industry—as	dominated	since	the	mid-20th	century	by	large,	profit-driven	corporate	

interests—has	proven	itself	to	be	the	agency’s	worst	choice	for	primary	focus.

To	be	sure,	multiple-use	management	of	a	public	land	as	vast	as	the	Tongass	is	inherently	complex	and	

challenging	because	it	presents	a	variety	of	both	intrinsic	values	and	extractable	resources.	This	challenge	

is	exacerbated	by	politicization	and	the	tangible	and	emotional	attachments	of	respective	stakeholders.	

Several	 major	 industries	 seek	 to	 capitalize	 on	 opportunities	 presented	 within	 the	 Tongass,	 particularly	

mining,	tourism,	timber	and	fisheries.	Any	one	of	these	industries	can	be	further	subdivided	into	poten-

tially	 conflicting	 interests.	 Tourism,	 for	 example,	 brings	 both	 visitors	 interested	 in	 hunting	 wildlife	 and	

removing	it	from	the	landscape	as	well	as	those	wanting	to	experience	and	photograph	it	but	otherwise	

leave	it	alone.

By	paying	comparatively	little	management	attention	to	the	needs	and	interests	of	tourism	and	fishing,	

the	Forest	Service	has	fueled	constant	controversy	that	is	mostly	characterized	by	the	media	as	a	“Tree-

Huggers	vs.	Timber	Beasts”	tug-of-war.	The	primary	timber	industry	players—just	two	or	three	corpora-

tions	over	time—have	worked	hard	to	influence	legislation	and	policy,	politicizing	management	decisions	

and	 propagating	 misinformation	 about	 the	 industry’s	 costs	 to	 taxpayers	 relative	 to	 its	 benefits	 to	 the	

people	of	Alaska	and	the	health	of	its	forests.	

The	chief	factors	influencing	the	viability	of	a	large-scale	timber	industry	in	Southeast	Alaska	are	geogra-

phy,	world	markets,	and	local	population.	The	region	is	too	far	from	the	marketplaces	major	corporations	

seek	for	maximum	profit,	and	the	regional	population	is	too	low	and	scattered	to	supply	the	skilled	work-

force	the	industry	requires.	So	the	major	timber	cutters	have	to	import	most	of	their	workforce,	typically	

on	a	project-by-project	basis	 that	artificially	and	temporarily	creates	or	 inflates	communities	and	chal-

lenges	them	to	provide	the	essential	goods	and	services	to	accommodate	these	fluctuations—at	very	high	

prices.	This	prevents	the	major	players	from	operating	at	a	cost	low	enough	to	generate	the	profits	they	

seek.	And	even	when	public	subsidies	(our	tax	dollars)	build	the	infrastructure	they	require	(roads,	mills,	

port	 facilities)—infrastructure	 they	 are	 unwilling	 or	 cannot	 afford	 to	 build	 for	 themselves,	 and	 without	
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which	they	cannot	operate—their	activities	only	return	ten	cents	on	each	tax	dollar	spent.	This	can	only	

be	seen	as	a	boondoggle	for	the	American	people.

A	large-scale	timber	industry	comes	at	another	enormous	cost	as	well:	its	impact	on	the	region’s	other—

and	most	important—industries.	Tourism	and	fishing	each	contributes	an	order	of	magnitude	greater	eco-

nomic	benefit	to	the	region	(at	a	rate	of	over	100:1).	Each	exacts	little	if	any	impact	on	other	industries	or	

on	fish,	wildlife	and	scenic	values.	And	each	is	virtually	guaranteed	economic	sustainability	without	having	

to	wait	100	years	for	the	resources	they	depend	on	to	recover.

So	in	spite	of	its	obvious	impacts	to	the	environment	and	what	the	public	has	been	led	to	believe	is	an	

economic	benefit	to	the	region,	the	viability	of	a	large-scale	timber	industry	in	Alaska	has	mostly	to	do	

with	the	corporate	interests	of	the	two	or	three	biggest	timber	companies	and	their	manipulation	of	the	

taxpaying	public	and	our	elected	representatives	to	achieve	their	profitability	goals.	The	Boat	Company	is	

working	hard	to	educate	the	public	and	lawmakers	about	the	full	range	of	these	factors,	all	of	which	must	

be	considered	in	any	reasonable	and	sustainable	approach	to	Tongass	management.	

ACTIONS TO DATE

TBC	has	a	long	history	of	working	to	protect	Tongass	forest	lands.	In	fact,	we	originally	established	our	

cruise	operation	 in	 1979	 to	attract	a	 small	but	 steady	stream	of	visitors	 to	experience	 the	Tongass	 for	

themselves	and	see	and	understand	the	need	for	conservation.	For	over	36	years	our	cruises	have	helped	

create	 a	 robust	 constituency	 for	 Tongass	 old-growth	 protection,	 and	 the	 number	 of	 individuals	 in	 this	

group	keeps	growing	by	a	few	hundred	every	year:	our	valued	cruise	alumni.

Management	decisions	on	all	National	Forest	lands,	including	the	Tongass,	are	developed	and	implement-

ed	according	to	provisions	in	federal	law,	most	notably	the	National	Environmental	Policy	Act,	or	NEPA.	

As	required	by	NEPA,	the	Forest	Service	regularly	publishes	a	list	of	proposed	actions	on	the	Tongass	that	

we	review	and	comment	on.	These	include	proposals	for	such	things	as	aerial	spraying	of	herbicides	for	

controlling	alder	growth,	timber	sales,	building	or	decommissioning	trails	or	roads,	outfitting/guiding	ser-

vices,	campground	maintenance,	permits	for	mineral	resource	development,	hydroelectric	projects	with	

associated	transmission-line	corridors,	fish	enhancement	and	stream	restoration	projects,	 invasive	plant	

remediation/removal	and	general	silviculture	treatments	such	as	young-growth	thinning.

Occasionally	TBC	engages	in	legal	action,	going	to	court	in	defense	of	good	forest	conservation	policies.	

During	the	winter	of	2009-10,	we	 joined	a	group	of	Alaska	natives	from	the	Organized	Village	of	Kake	

and	several	other	co-plaintiffs	in	challenging	the	George	W.	Bush-era	exemption	of	the	Tongass	from	the	

Clinton-era	Roadless	Rule	that	protected	undeveloped	forests	within	inventoried	roadless	areas	from	com-
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mercial	clearcutting.	While	the	US	District	Court	in	Anchorage	ruled	in	our	favor	on	this	complaint	in	2011,	

the	timber	industry	appealed	that	decision	to	the	higher	US	Court	of	Appeals	for	the	9th	Circuit,	which	

reversed	the	decision	in	2014,	potentially	reopening	Tongass	roadless	areas	to	timber	harvest.	We	imme-

diately	appealed	and	the	9th	Circuit	reversed	its	2014	decision	a	year	later,	sending	the	timber	industry	to	

the	Supreme	Court	to	try	to	gain	the	upper	hand	once	and	for	all.

Just	before	we	published	this	report,	the	Supreme	Court	declined	to	hear	the	timber	industry’s	arguments,	

thereby	sustaining	the	9th	Circuit’s	2015	ruling	prohibiting	logging	and	new-road	construction	in	currently	

roadless	areas	of	the	Tongass.	While	this	constitutes	a	final	determination	on	the	Roadless	Rule’s	applica-

tion	to	the	Tongass,	the	industry	continues	to	push	its	agenda	through	other	avenues.		

KEY INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS

The	US	Forest	Service	plays	a	critical	role	in	forest	conservation	in	this	area.	As	may	be	expected	in	such	

a	 large	National	Forest	as	 the	Tongass,	 there	are	many	 layers	of	bureaucracy	 through	which	one	must	

navigate	in	order	to	have	any	hope	of	influencing	management	decisions.	TBC	has	occasionally	worked	

with	Regional	Forester	Beth	Pendleton	and	former	Tongass	Supervisor	Forrest	Cole,	and	we	look	forward	

to	working	with	the	new	Tongass	Supervisor,	Earl	Stewart.	We	also	are	in	regular	contact	with	the	Sitka,	

Admiralty,	Petersburg	and	Juneau	District	Rangers,	as	well	as	with	many	of	their	staff	whose	specialties	

range	from	archeology	to	visitor	services.	

Nonprofit	entities	with	which	we	are	currently	collaborating	on	forest	issues	include	the	Greater	Southeast	

Alaska	 Conservation	 Community,	 Greenpeace,	 Earthjustice,	 the	 Center	 for	 Biological	 Diversity,	 and	

Cascadia	Wildlands.

NEED FOR FUTURE ACTION

While	 it	 is	great	news	 that	 the	Roadless	Rule’s	application	 to	 the	Tongass	has	been	made	permanent,	

the	timber	 industry	 is	now	suing	 in	another	state	to	have	the	Roadless	Rule	thrown	out	nationally	and	

continues	to	push	Alaska’s	legislature	and	congressional	delegation	to	gain	access	to	the	state’s	forests	

(including	the	Tongass)	through	other	means—for	example,	by	getting	up	to	2	million	acres	of	National	

Forest	lands	in	each	state	transferred	to	state	ownership.	Since	state	regulations	and	policies	are	often	less	

restrictive	than	federal	policies	(especially	true	in	Alaska),	these	are	matters	TBC	will	continue	to	monitor	

and	act	upon	with	our	partners.
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CONCERNS

As	you	may	recall	 from	our	2015	Conservation	Report,	TBC	has	been	monitoring	the	potential	 impacts	

to	Tongass	Wilderness	from	increasing	numbers	of	vessels	with	much	larger	passenger	counts	than	ours.	

Some	of	these	companies	are	conducting	activities	in	Wilderness	Areas	in	groups	substantially	larger	than	

what	is	allowed	under	provisions	established	by	the	Tongass	Land	Management	Plan.	There	is	also	a	grow-

ing	number	of	vessels	comparable	to	ours	competing	legitimately	for	restricted	numbers	of	Wilderness	

Area	activity	permits.	

With	their	much	larger	passenger	counts,	some	ships	taking	large	groups	ashore	are	poised	to	spoil	things,	

not	just	for	themselves	but	for	TBC	and	all	others	who	enjoy	wilderness	and	conduct	their	time	ashore	

within	the	Forest	Service’s	permit	allocations.	So	we	believe	the	Forest	Service	needs	to	conduct	better	

monitoring	of	its	Wilderness	Areas	for	abuse	and	impacts.	

We	also	feel,	however,	that	a	current	Forest	Service	proposal	to	reduce	Wilderness	Access	permits	will	

result	 in	greater	harm	than	good,	and	will	unnecessarily	bar	many	members	of	 the	public	 from	having	

high-quality,	zero-impact	experiences	in	Tongass	wilderness.

WILDERNESS ACCESS
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TBC’s	vessels	and	activities	are	 specifically	designed—and	have	been	operating	 for	36	years—with	 the	

Forest	Service’s	highest	expectations	for	wilderness	experience	and	solitude	in	mind.	We	carry	no	more	

guests	than	can	be	divided	into	permit-restricted	group	sizes	for	guided	activities	ashore	in	Wilderness	

Areas.	In	this	way	we	minimize	our	impact	on	the	land	and	at	the	same	time	make	it	possible	for	around	

700	guests	to	have	a	week’s	worth	of	extraordinary	wilderness	experiences	in	the	Tongass	every	year.

The	Forest	Service	is	currently	updating	the	Tongass	management	plan	for	permitted	use	of	designated	

Wilderness	Areas	where	outfitter/guide	companies	 like	ours	operate.	This	plan,	Shoreline	 II,	consists	of	

several	potential	alternatives	ranging	from	the	status	quo	to	both	more	and	fewer	permit	allocations.	The	

Forest	Service	has	announced	that	it	favors	an	alternative	that	is	of	great	concern	to	us	because	it	could	

drastically	reduce	the	number	of	places	where	we’re	allowed	to	drop	our	anchors	for	guest	activities.	This	

would	make	it	much	more	difficult	for	us	to	ensure	our	guests	quality	wilderness	time,	greatly	reduce	the	

number	of	people	who	are	able	to	experience	true	wilderness,	and	significantly	increase	operating	costs	

for	companies	like	ours.

ACTIONS TO DATE

As	we	stated	in	last	year’s	Conservation	Report,	in	its	proposed	Shoreline	II	management	plan	for	public	

activities	in	Tongass	Wilderness	Areas—for	reasons	not	clearly	defined	or	defended—“outstanding	oppor-

tunities	 for	 solitude”	outrank	 “use	and	enjoyment	of	 the	American	people.”	We	are	opposing	 this	pre-

ferred	alternative	in	part	because	we	believe	there	is	insufficient	data	to	demonstrate	the	need	for	further	

restricting	wilderness	access,	and	because	it	would	significantly	increase	our	transit	time	between	anchor-

ages	and	activities,	keep	our	vessels	far	from	shore	for	prolonged	periods	of	time,	and	prevent	us	from	

visiting	many	of	our	guests’	 favorite	places—for	example,	Baranof	 Island’s	Red	Bluff	Bay	and	Admiralty	

Island	National	Monument’s	Brothers	Islands.	

KEY INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS

The	US	Forest	Service	manages	all	of	the	19	designated	Wilderness	Areas	on	the	Tongass	National	Forest.	

But	all	marine	waters	along	the	shorelines	of	these	protected	lands	are	managed	by	the	State	of	Alaska	

Department	of	Natural	Resources.	Wildlife	species	that	 live	 in	Wilderness	Areas,	 including	anadromous	

fish	such	as	salmon,	are	managed	by	the	State	of	Alaska	Department	of	Fish	and	Game.	All	State	agen-

cies	are	administered	by	Alaska’s	governor,	Bill	Walker.	TBC	maintains	contacts	within	state	and	federal	

agencies,	as	well	as	with	the	Governor’s	Office,	to	help	preserve	Tongass	Wilderness	and	our	access	to	it.

TBC	also	works	closely	with	the	US	Forest	Service’s	Tongass	managers	for	the	Juneau,	Sitka	and	Petersburg	

Ranger	Districts	to	obtain	the	necessary	permits	for	our	activities	in	designated	Wilderness	Areas,	and	to	

urge	them	to	make	sensible	management	choices	that	ensure	high-quality	wilderness	experiences	rele-
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vant	to	the	growing	number	of	people	who	depends	on	companies	like	ours	to	gain	access	to	wilderness.

Key	 nonprofit	 organizations	 working	 to	 help	 protect	 Wilderness	 Areas	 on	 the	 Tongass	 include	 The	

Wilderness	Society,	Sierra	Club,	Greater	Southeast	Alaska	Conservation	Community	and	 the	Southeast	

Alaska	Conservation	Council.	We	also	work	cooperatively	with	other	small-vessel	cruise	operators	in	asso-

ciation	with	the	Juneau	Economic	Development	Council’s	Visitor	Cluster,	a	collaborative	regional	effort	to	

support	visitor	industry	values	and	needs.

NEED FOR FUTURE ACTION

Because	a	growing	number	of	people	are	choosing	small	vessels	and	quality	programs	like	ours	to	visit	and	

experience	Wilderness	Areas	that	would	otherwise	be	inaccessible—areas	TBC	knows	are	far	from	becoming	

crowded	with	visitors,	where	wildlife	is	not	being	disturbed	and	solitude	is	not	in	short	supply—we	will	continue	

to	work	hard	to	protect	our	and	our	guests’	access	from	unnecessary	federal	over-management.	We	will	also	

continue	to	insist	that	Tongass	management	does	a	better	job	of	monitoring	activities	in	Wilderness	Areas,	both	

to	ensure	that	they	have	defensible	data	for	their	management	plans	and	to	reduce	the	impacts	of	companies	

operating	outside	the	values	and	permitted	allocations	for	wilderness	visits.	

As	related	also	to	our	Forest	Concerns	described	above,	we	will	continue	to	monitor	Congress’s	current	

interest	in	selling,	trading,	or	otherwise	transferring	National	Forest	lands	(including	Wilderness	Areas)	to	

state	or	local	governments,	and	will	act	as	necessary	to	prevent	such	transactions.	

CONCERNS

Our	final	priority	for	2016	is	to	keep	a	close	eye	on	developments	potentially	affecting	freshwater	drain-

ages	that	originate	in	Canada	but	could	have	serious	consequences	for	fish	in	Alaska.	The	Coast	Range	

mountains	extend	down	the	coast	of	southeastern	Alaska,	starting	along	the	Gulf	of	Alaska	to	the	north	

and	continuing	across	 the	border	as	 the	eastern	boundary	of	British	Columbia’s	 Inside	Passage	 to	 the	

south.	Throughout	that	entire	stretch—well	over	600	miles—most	Canadian	rivers	that	start	east	of	the	

Alaska	border	flow	north	and	drain	into	the	Arctic	Ocean.	(One—the	Yukon—flows	north	but	curves	west	

above	the	Alaska	Range	to	its	mouth	at	the	Bering	Sea.)	

Throughout	that	entire	stretch,	only	four	rivers	flow	from	Canada	across	the	Alaska	border	directly	into	

the	Pacific:	from	north	to	south,	the	Alsek	(which	flows	into	the	southern	Gulf	of	Alaska),	and	the	Chilkat,	

TRANSBOUNDARY WATERS
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Taku	and	Stikine	(all	of	which	flow	into	 inner	passages	of	the	Alexander	Archipelago).	Each	of	these	 is	

a	major	watershed	carrying	all	five	species	of	Pacific	salmon,	sea	runs	of	Steelhead	and	Cutthroat	trout,	

and	Alaska’s	most	ubiquitous	sport	fish,	the	Dolly	Varden	char.	These	four	rivers	are	also	major	tributaries	

for	other	fauna,	especially	migratory	birds	and	wildlife	that	thrive	in	the	diverse	habitats	only	such	great	

rivers	provide.	

Yet	none	of	the	four	are	currently	protected	throughout	their	watersheds—on	either	side	of	the	border—

from	operating	or	developing	mines	that	threaten	their	life-sustaining	qualities.	As	described	earlier,	mines	

are	 inherently	 dangerous	 to	 ecosystems	 because	 of	 the	 toxic	 chemicals	 needed	 to	 separate	 valuable	

ores	from	useless	bedrock.	The	crushed	and	pulverized	waste	rock	and	sediments	and	the	concentrated	

chemicals	are	typically	disposed	underground,	where	they	leach	into	subterranean	water	tables,	or	they	

are	placed	in	tailings	ponds	that	are	either	natural	or	formed	by	damming	smaller	streams.	Either	way,	the	

chemicals	often	find	their	way	into	surface	waters	where	they	become	a	danger	to	any	living	creature.	In	

worst-case	scenarios	the	tailings	dams	fail,	as	happened	at	British	Columbia’s	Mount	Polley	mine	(south	

of	Alaska)	 less	 than	 two	years	ago.	Unleashing	 10	million	cubic	meters	of	contaminated	water	and	4.5	

million	cubic	meters	of	contaminated	slurry	from	a	pond	four	square	kilometers	in	size,	the	resulting	flood	

wreaked	havoc	all	the	way	to	pristine	Quesnel	Lake.
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Incredibly—as	if	there	weren’t	other	obvious	reasons	to	be	concerned—British	Columbia’s	prime	minister	

initially	insisted	that	the	Mount	Polley	debacle	was	not	an	environmental	disaster!	That	claim	was	reversed	

by	the	province’s	Environmental	Minister,	however,	and	the	Mount	Polley	incident	is	now	widely	considered	

to	be	among	the	worst	environmental	catastrophes	 in	modern	Canadian	history.	The	 lands	and	waters	

most	heavily	impacted	are	expected	to	be	under	a	“Do	Not	Use”	advisory	indefinitely.

Further	north,	another	mining	company	has	been	seeking	approval	to	reopen	a	mine	near	the	headwaters	

of	the	Taku	River	with	a	history	of	pollution	dating	back	to	its	closure	in	the	late	1950s.	Chieftain	Metals	

Corporation	is	lobbying	the	same	British	Columbia	government	that	initially	tried	to	claim	“no	foul”	regard-

ing	the	Mount	Polly	mine	to	be	allowed	to	reopen	the	Tulsequah	Chief	mine	on	a	river	of	the	same	name	

about	10	miles	from	its	confluence	with	the	Taku,	an	area	explored	by	TBC	guests.	While	Alaska’s	lieutenant	

governor	has	visited	the	old	mine	site	and	gone	on	record	saying	BC	needs	to	clean	up	the	old	mine’s	con-

tamination	and	apply	strict	safety	requirements	before	proceeding	with	its	redevelopment,	the	tourism	and	

fishing	industries	in	southeast	Alaska	remain	staunchly	opposed	to	the	reopening	of	that	mine.

NEED FOR FUTURE ACTION

TBC	 is	 watching	 the	 Tulsequah	 Chief	 mine	 developments	 closely,	 including	 associated	 government	

announcements	and	legislation	on	both	sides	of	the	border,	and	will	work	with	our	conservation	partners	

through	public	comments	and	other	actions	to	keep	this	mine	from	opening.

KEY INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS

TBC’s	potential	partners	for	comment	and	action	on	this	issue	are	Trout	Unlimited,	Earthjustice,	Greater	

Southeast	Alaska	Conservation	Community,	Southeast	Alaska	Conservation	Council,	and	Rivers	Without	

Borders.
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Numerous	online	resources	are	available	to	those	interested	in	learning	more	about	the	Tongass	National	

Forest	and	Southeast	Alaska,	including	the	following:

Note	that	we	do	not	necessarily	endorse	the	organizations	listed	above.	In	fact,	TBC	sometimes	opposes	

some	of	these	organizations	on	certain	issues.	Nevertheless,	we	think	their	websites	provide	useful	infor-

mation	that	can	help	put	the	issues	in	a	broader	context.	Also,	numerous	excellent	books	are	available	in	

our	vessel	libraries.	These	four	in	particular	stand	out:

The Book of the Tongass	by	Carolyn	Servid	and	Don	Snow,	1999

Tongass Timber, A History of Logging and Timber Utilization in Southeast Alaska by	Jim	Mackoviak,	2010

Salmon in the Trees by	Amy	Gulick,	2010

The Nature of Southeast Alaska by	Richard	Carstensen,	Robert	Armstrong	and	Rita	O’Clair,	3rd	edition	2014

US Forest Service website for the Tongass National Forest  | www.fs.usda.gov/tongass

Audubon Society, Juneau Chapter  | www.juneau-audubon-society.org

Southeast Alaska Conservation Council  | www.seacc.org

Southeast Alaska Wilderness Exploration, Analysis & Discovery  | www.seawead.org

Alaska Department of Fish and Game  | www.adfg.alaska.gov

International Pacific Halibut Commission  | www.iphc.int

Alaska Marine Conservation Council  | www.akmarine.org

Earthjustice  | www.earthjustice.org

North Pacific Fishery Management Council  | www.npfmc.org

Native Energy  | www.nativeenergy.com

Center for Biological Diversity  | www.biologicaldiversity.org

Cascadia Wildlands  |	www.cascwild.org

The Wilderness Society  | www.wilderness.org

The Sierra Club  | www.sierraclub.org

Trout Unlimited  | www.tu.org

Rivers Without Borders  | www.riverswithoutborders.org

Juneau Economic Development Council/Visitor Products Cluster Initiative  

www.jedc.org/southeast-cluster-initiative-visitor-products
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Learn More About the Issues



The	Tongass	National	Forest	is	a	public	resource	owned	by	all	Americans,	so	if	you	are		

concerned	about	the	future	of	this	place	then	the	best	person	to	call	or	write	may	actually		

be	the	Senator	or	Congressman	from	your	own	home	state	and	district.	Other	important		

contacts	appear	below:

Write Letters, 
Send Emails,  
Make Calls
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President Barack Obama

The	White	House

1600	Pennsylvania	Avenue	NW

Washington,	DC	20500

(202)	465-1111

Governor Bill Walker

Alaska	State	Capitol

PO	Box	110001

Juneau,	AK	99811

(907)	465-3500

Forest Supervisor Earl Stewart

Tongass	National	Forest

648	Mission	Street

Ketchikan,	AK	99901

(907)	228-6281

Senator Lisa Murkowski

709	Hart	Building

Washington,	DC	20510

(202)	224-6665

Senator Dan Sullivan

B40A	Dirksen	Senate	Office	Bldg.

Washington,	DC	20510

(202)	224-3004

Congressman Don Young

2314	Rayburn	House

Washington,	DC	20510

(202)	225-5765
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Contact info:

Corporate	Office

The	Boat	Company

1200	Eighteenth	Street	NW

Suite	900

Washington,	DC	20036

(202)	338-8055	phone

(202)	234-0745	fax

www.theboatcompany.org

	

Hunter McIntosh

President / CEO
(360)	697-4242

hunter@theboatcompany.org

larry@theboatcompany.org



www.facebook.com/TheBoatCompany

@AlaskaSmallShip

www.instagram.com/TheBoatCompany

www.youtube.com/TheBoatCompany

18819	3rd	Ave.	NE,	Ste.	200	•	PO	Box	1839

Poulsbo,	Washington	98370

360.697.4242	or	877.647.8268

Visit our web site! www.theboatcompany.org


